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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this study is to determine whetheraccurate prediction of birth weight is possible using
predictor variables: ethnicity, education level, smoking habit and duration of gestation. Multivariate linear regressions
is deployed to determine which of these variables are significant for prediction. The model is then used to predict weight
of babies at birth. Theefficacy of the predication models are assessed and compared on basis of errors in the predicted
weights.Theresulting modelcan explain 65% of weight variation in data. The model was further tested for
multicollinearity and heteroscedasticity. The model gives satisfactory VIF and MAPE values and nominal
heterosdasticity. R computation platform was used for modeling and computation.
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Introduction
There is visible link between lower birth weight and infant mortality. Low birth weight substantially
increases risk of infant mortality 1,2.. Several awareness programs have been deployed to raise awareness
among expecting mothers, so that they can take good care of themselves. Expecting mother are encouraged
to visit medical clinics for regular checkup, take proper nutrition and maintain healthy lifestyle 3,4,5. The
effect of measures taken for healthy pregnancy and child birth will substantially improve, if there exist
certain mechanism to identify cases where there is chance of low birth weight. Early identification will allow
to take effective measures as well as it will enhance policy making for potential risk groups.Consequently,
several studies have emerged in literature to predict infant weights based on pre-pregnancy weight, height,
medical data during pregnancy, BMI, and demographic variables.6,7,8
One of challenges for prediction model for this particular objective is lack of medical data. Pre-natal
checkups are less frequent in rural communities and low income households. This results in poor pre-natal
care as well as dearth of medical data. In such cases, predictive model based on high proportion of medical
data becomes redundant. Therefore, it becomes imperative to design predictive models based on easily
available data. The present study is an attempt to build a linear regression model for prediction of infant
weight in such scenarios. The model utilizes ethnicity, smoking habit, education level and number of
gestation weeks for prediction. Ethnicity and education level are demographic variable and are easily
available, similarly smoking habit and gestation duration don’t require any medical tests and can be selfreported.
DATA SET
The data set contains 1113 observations of pregnant women from USA. It has five variables; Baby weight at
birth in grams, Smoking habit, ethnicity, gestation period in weeks and education level in years. Brief
description of data set is presented in table 1.
Table:1 Data Set
Sr.No
1.

Variable Name
Grams

Description
Baby Weight At Birth
In Grams
Smoking Habit

Class
Integer

Levels/Unique Values
1113

2.

Smoke

Factor
Integers

Race

Gestation Duration In
Weeks
Ethnicity

2 Levels,1 For Smoker ,0
For Non Smoker
23

3

Gestation

4
5.

Years Of Education

Education Level In Years

Integer

Factor

2 Levels, 1 For African
American 0 For Caucasian
17

BIVARIATE ANALYSIS
Taking variable ”grams” as dependent , bivariate plots with respect to other variables have been
obtained(Fig 1.1- Fig 1.4).It can be observed babies having mothers without smoking habit have higher
mean weight (fig 1). Mothers of Caucasian origin have slightly higher average baby weights (fig 2). One can
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infer from intuition that pregnant women with higher education’s level can take good care of themselves
during child birth. This is evident from trend in fig3. Furthermore, it can be observed from fig.4, as gestation
weeks increases, probability of lower birth weight of babies’ decreases.

Fig 1. : Baby weight at birth and ethnicity.

Fig2 Baby weight at birth and smoking habit of mother.

Fig 3: Baby weight at birth and education level of mother

Fig. 4 Baby weight at birth and gestation period.
PREDICTION MODEL
Linear regression
Regression analysis is a very widely used statistical tool to establish a relationship model between two
variables. One of these variable is called predictor variable, whose value is gathered through experiments.
The other variable is called response variable whose value is derived from the predictor variable. 9,10,11
In Linear Regression these two variables are related through an equation, where exponent (power) of both
these variables is 1. Mathematically a linear relationship represents a straight line when plotted as a graph.
A non-linear relationship where the exponent of any variable is not equal to 1 creates a curve.
The general mathematical equation for a linear regression is –
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Y=βx+c
(2)
where,Y is the response variable, x is the predictor variable.β and c are constants which are called the
coefficients. In general case of P independent variables,the population regression line for p explanatory
variables x1, x2, ... , xp can be defined as:
Actual data = Fitted model+ Error
(3)
Where fitted model is represented as:
Y= c+β1x1+ β2x2+ β3x3+ β4x4+………………..+ βpxp
(4)
Error term is also known as residual. The "Residual" term represents the deviations of the observed values y
from their means, which are normally distributed.
In this study we are interested to find the relationship between; the newborn delivery weight (dependent
variable) and predictors given in data set such as, mother’s education, smoking habit, ethnicity and
pregnancy gestation duration. R studio was usedfor computational platform.12.During first iteration, all
predictor variables were included. Results are tabulated in tables 2-3
Table 2 :Coefficients
Variable
Coefficients P value Significant (Yes/No)
Intercept
-2834.486
2e-16
Yes
YearsEduc 9.572
0.139
No
Race1
-168.968
8.03e-10 Yes
Smoke1
-174.813
4.04e-08 Yes
Gestate
156.512
2e-16
Yes
Table 3: Residuals
1st
median 3rd
max
quartile
quartile
-1466.03
-288.38
5.16
291.57
1576.36
Adjusted R square: 0.52
As observed from table 2, coefficients signs are consistent with bivariate analysis done earlier. Variables for
education level and gestation period have positive signs, indicating increase in baby weight as their values
are increased. Variables for ethnicity and smoking habit have negative coefficients implying that as their
level increase (from nonsmoker to smoker & Caucasian to African American), there is drop in baby weight
at birth.
Adjusted R square value for this model is only 0.52 which suggests that, model captures only 52% variation
of data set. This is quite low value. Moreover, variable for education level is coming as insignificant.
Second iteration
During next iteration, variable for education was dropped. Model summary results are tabulated in table 4 5.
Table 4: Coefficients
Variable Coefficients P value
Significant (Yes/No)
Intercept -2713.653
<2e-16
Yes
Race1
-174.402
1.64e-10 Yes
Smoke1
-185.015
2.82e-09 Yes
Gestate
156.570
<2e-16
Yes
Adjusted R-squared
0.5256
Table 5 : Residuals
Min
1st quartile median 3rd quartile max
-1464.13 -295.56
1.86
287.70
1611.83
Min

All variables have become significant. Using coefficients in above table, prediction model can be written as:
Predictedweight =-2713.653+-174.402*(Race) -185.015*(Smoke)+156.5708*(gestate)
For performance evaluation of model, Fit chart and MAPE 13,14 plots are useful tools. Fit chart is plot of
predicted values and actual values. More closer these two values are, better the model is. MAPE (Mean
Absolute Percentage Error) 15,16 can be evaluated as
Actual value −Predicted value
*100
Actual Value
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Fit chart and MAPE plot are shown in fig 5 and fig 6 respectively.

Fig 5 : FIT chart , predicted weight is shown in green and actual weight in black.

Fig6 :MAPE plot.
As, evident from MAPE plot, maximum deviation is going up to 15%. Adjusted r square value is still 52%.
Present model is not giving satisfactory results. Next course of action would be evaluation for normal
distribution of errors, collinearity of independent variables and hetrodasticity in the model.
Variance inflation factors (VIF)17,18 measure how much the variance of the estimated regression coefficients
are inflated as compared to when the predictor variables are not linearly related. It is used to explain how
much amount multicollinearity (correlation between predictors) exists in a regression analysis. General
Guidelines regarding VIF can be presented as:
VIF=1(Not Correlated)
1<VIF<5 (Moderately correlated)
VIF>=5 (Highly correlated)
Table: 6
Variable
VIF values
Gestate
1.0512
Race
1.0318
Smoke
1.0224
In the present model VIF values are close to 1, therefore it can be safely posited that there is no
multicollinearity in the model. Fig 7 represents histogram plot of residuals. It can be observed that errors
are normally distributed.

Fig 7 Histogram plot of residuals
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The residuals should have constant variance i.e. homoscedasticity. Heteroscedasticty leads to bias in the
standard errors, leading to issues with hypothesis testing and confidence intervals. 19,20,21 .If standard errors
are biased, then hypothesis test results will be biased leading to wrong inferences. To check
heteroscedasticty, residuals can be plotted against fitted values (Fig 8). As evident from figure, there is
marked “funnel shape” in the plot. Thus, there is heteroscedasticty in the model. In order to remove
heteroscedasticty, transformation can be applied.

Fig 8: Heteroscdasticity plot
Third iteration
Log transformation on dependent variable has been applied. Results are presented in tables 7, 8 and 9.
Adjusted R squared value has increased to 65%. The coefficients signs are consistent with previous results.
Residuals are normally distributed. (Fig 9). Better MAPE is seen in fig 10. Model gives agreeable VIF values
(table 9). Heterosdascity is significantly curtailed.(Fig 11) Finally comparatively better performance of
model is observed in Fit chart (fig12). The final model from coefficients in table8can be stated as:
Log(Predictedweight) = log[ 4.9769- 0.038371*(Race) –0.055412*(Smoke)+0.08001*(gestate) ]
Table 7 : Residuals:
Min
1st quartile
median
3rd quartile
max
-0.85050
0.09295
0.00642
0.10277
0.72372
Variable
Intercept
Race1
Smoke1
Gestate

Table 8 : Coefficients
Coefficients
P value
4.9769
2e-06
-0.038371
0.000112
-0.055412
1.11e-06
0.08001
<2e-16
variable
Gestate
Race
Smoke

Significant (Y/N)
Y
Y
Y
Y

Table 9: VIF values
Vif values
1.0512
1.0318
1.0224

Fig 9 Histogram plot of residuals
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Fig 10: MAPE plot

Fig 11: Heteroscdasticity plot

Fig 12 Fit chart
Conclusion:
The objective of current study was to propose a simple and efficient mathematical model for prediction of
infant weight, based on 1113 observations. Gestation period, Smoking habit, ethnicity and education level
were used as predictor variables to estimate the delivery weight for low birth weight babies. Multi linear
regression model was employed to assess the impact of several predictors. The p-value corresponding to
individual characteristics are used to establish the most significant reduced model for the prediction. The
analysis show that the regression can explain 65% of the variation in the newborn weights. The model is
free from multicollinearity and has reduced heteroscdesacity. The analysis of the predicated values shows
that the proposed reduced regression model is capable of providing a reliable term birth weight prediction
for low birth weight babies.
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